Step 1: Stucco
Assembly with VaproMat

Head flashing properly
shingled under field WRB/
AB membrane

WrapShield SA Self-Adhered field
membrane installed with minimum 3”
overlap at vertical seams

Fully flashed rough
opening with window
properly installed
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
VaproMat is a lightweight filter fabric with a
polypropylene drainage matrix (3mm, 7mm)
designed to keep the drainage cavity clean and
unobstructed during the stucco installation.
VaproMat is installed over WrapShield SA SelfAdhered WRB/Air Barrier sheet membrane
creating a cost effective positive drainage
cavity behind cementitious claddings.
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered adhesive bonds
directly to virtually all substrates without the
use of primers.

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of actual
project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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Step 2: Stucco
Assembly with VaproMat
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered field
membrane installed with minimum
3” overlap at vertical seams

VaproMat 3mm or 7mm Drainage
Matrix with attached filter fabric
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
VaproMat is a lightweight filter fabric with a
polypropylene drainage matrix (3mm, 7mm)
designed to keep the drainage cavity clean and
unobstructed during the stucco installation.
VaproMat is installed over WrapShield SA SelfAdhered WRB/Air Barrier sheet membrane
creating a cost effective positive drainage
cavity behind cementitious claddings.
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered adhesive bonds
directly to virtually all substrates without the
use of primers.

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of actual
project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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Step 3: Stucco
Assembly with VaproMat
Rigid insulation installed over VaproMat per code requirements
Fastener length determined by insulation depth
Fasteners secured with VaproCaps

VaproMat 3mm or 7mm
Drainage Matrix with
attached filter fabric

Visit VaproShield.com for NFPA Testing Information
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
VaproMat is a lightweight filter fabric with a
polypropylene drainage matrix (3mm, 7mm)
designed to keep the drainage cavity clean and
unobstructed during the stucco installation.
VaproMat is installed over WrapShield SA SelfAdhered WRB/Air Barrier sheet membrane
creating a cost effective positive drainage
cavity behind cementitious claddings.
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered adhesive bonds
directly to virtually all substrates without the
use of primers.

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of actual
project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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Step 4: Stucco
Assembly with VaproMat
Rigid insulation installed over VaproMat

Vertical control joint installed
over rigid insulation

Fasteners secured with VaproCaps
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
VaproMat is a lightweight filter fabric with a
polypropylene drainage matrix (3mm, 7mm)
designed to keep the drainage cavity clean and
unobstructed during the stucco installation.
VaproMat is installed over WrapShield SA SelfAdhered WRB/Air Barrier sheet membrane
creating a cost effective positive drainage
cavity behind cementitious claddings.
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered adhesive bonds
directly to virtually all substrates without the
use of primers.

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of actual
project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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Step 5: Stucco
Assembly with VaproMat
J-molding at edges
of window and wall

Paper-backed metal lath (by others)
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
VaproMat is a lightweight filter fabric with a
polypropylene drainage matrix (3mm, 7mm)
designed to keep the drainage cavity clean and
unobstructed during the stucco installation.
VaproMat is installed over WrapShield SA SelfAdhered WRB/Air Barrier sheet membrane
creating a cost effective positive drainage
cavity behind cementitious claddings.
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered adhesive bonds
directly to virtually all substrates without the
use of primers.

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of actual
project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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Step 6: Stucco
Assembly with VaproMat
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered field
membrane overlaps through-wall flashing

3-coat stucco system

Rigid insulation installed
over VaproMat

Through-wall flashing at floor line

Paper-backed metal lath (by others)

VaproMat 3mm or 7mm Drainage Matrix with attached filter fabric
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
VaproMat is a lightweight filter fabric with a
polypropylene drainage matrix (3mm, 7mm)
designed to keep the drainage cavity clean and
unobstructed during the stucco installation.
VaproMat is installed over WrapShield SA SelfAdhered WRB/Air Barrier sheet membrane
creating a cost effective positive drainage
cavity behind cementitious claddings.
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered adhesive bonds
directly to virtually all substrates without the
use of primers.

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of actual
project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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